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SURREY, PROVINCE, UNITED KINGDOM,

May 18, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Miners Garden, a division of BITCOIN &

Ethereum doubled their crypto-mining

capabilities this week with their

provisioning of a further 2091  Bitcoin

miners. Miners Garden, Iceland, and

Russia chose Orion miners as their

strategic business partners due to the

efficiency the miners have over other

miner types and are regarded as the

current best ASIC crypto miners. Orion

miners are built using custom chip

design with emphasis on reliability that

delivers better performance and

efficiency.

Miners Garden recently installed 1602 servers in Iceland, the rest servers in Russia, as well as

908 more servers in the Transnistrian Moldovan Republic last month. Utilizing the cheap

electricity costs involved in these data centers improves the profit of each bitcoin and other

cryptocurrencies mined.

Miners Garden has also launched the biggest offers that double the mining profits for the new

miners/users as they can get 1 free plan if they choose to start with 2 plans, called "Buy 2 Get 3 "

.. and they already got more than 11000 new users

After announcing this strong offer the CEO of Miners Garden shared a tweet that says that they

http://www.einpresswire.com


Best Crypto Cloud Mining Platform -

MinersGarden.com

Be one of the 20 Winners 10% Cash back

are happy to get 8k+ new users asking

for the new offers trying to catch the

chance.

Enter "Miners Garden", the first cloud

cryptocurrency mining firm that puts

accessibly and ease-of-use ahead of

fees. With Miners Garden, users can

contribute to the security of their

favorite cryptocurrency network, while

earning passive income through the

firm’s affordable cloud mining

contracts.

How to Mine Crypto With "Miners

Garden"?!

"Miners Garden" offers users new

affordable crypto cloud mining

contracts, for a limited time offers. This

means users can start mining with a

very low initial investment and take

their time to decide whether the

service is the right one for them.

The firm keeps prices low by using the

proper equipment and hiring experts

to configure it properly. Mining using favorable energy prices also helps it keep down

cryptocurrency cloud mining contract costs. "Miners Garden" data centers host hundreds of

miners and the firm charges no maintenance fees.

To start mining cryptocurrency with "Miners Garden" you just need to follow three simple steps:

1/ Register for an account – You need an account to both pays for the hash rate and to withdraw

your funds later on. Your account will also give you access to the dashboard where you can

monitor performance.

2/ Choose a mining plan – "Miners Garden" offers various mining plans on the Bitcoin network

for bitcoin cloud mining, Ethereum cloud mining Plus LTC Mining as well.

3/ Buy the hash rate you want – Finally, you just need to choose how much hash rate you’re

looking for and pay. After the payment is confirmed, mining begins immediately. without doing

anything.
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More info about "Miners Garden":

They have the Russian Farm and By adding the New Farm in Iceland Miners garden Become the

3rd-largest BTC and ETH mining pool and is also the largest LTC mining pool in the world.

Minersgarden has served more than 200k users from 130+ countries/regions with secure &

professional services of cryptocurrency mining. It pioneered the PPS+ revenue distribution

model, which is safe and stable with higher revenue. Minersgarden is also the world’s first

mining pool that supports the Hourly Auto Conversion between mined coins and USDT.
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